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We present a detailed analysis of the plasma conditions required to optimize gain in two proposed x-ray lasing schemes using resonant photo-pumping. In one proposed configuration, the Si XIII line 1s²-1s2p¹P at 6.650 Å pumps Al XII 1s²-1s3p¹P at 6.635 Å, inverting the Al XII n = 3 and n = 2 levels which are separated by 44 Å. A similar approach which utilizes the Na X 1s²-1s2p¹P line at 11.00 Å to pump the Ne IX 1s²-1s4p¹P line at 11.001 Å would invert the n = 3 and n = 2 levels of Ne IX, separated...
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by 82 A. Conditions in the pumped neon and aluminum plasmas, and in the pumping silicon plasma, are calculated using a multistage, multilevel atomic model with multi-frequency radiation transport. For modeling the pumping sodium line we have inferred the intensity from a spectrum of a neon filled, laser-imploded glass micro-balloon containing sodium impurities obtained at Rochester. It is found that peak gain of about 100 cm$^{-1}$ occurs at ion densities of $10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $4 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ in the pumped neon and aluminum plasmas, respectively. At higher ion densities the inversions are rapidly collisionally quenched. Temperatures required to maximize gain in the pumped plasmas are found to be 50 eV and 100 eV, for neon and aluminum, respectively. Plasmas of lower temperature do not contain enough of the active ion species, whereas at higher temperatures the photon pumping of the upper levels results in excessive ionization from these levels to the hydrogen-like species. Finally, since the pumping silicon and pumped aluminum lines are slightly off resonance, we have investigated the effect of streaming the plasmas toward each other at various velocities to offset some or all of the wavelength difference. It is found that a streaming velocity of $6.8 \times 10^7$ cm sec$^{-1}$—fully offsetting the wavelength difference—will approximately triple the achieved gain compared to the zero velocity case. Lesser increases in gain occur with partial velocity offsets.
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PLASMA CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR ATTAINMENT OF MAXIMUM GAIN IN RESONANTLY PHOTO-PUMPED Al XII AND Ne IX

I. Introduction

It has been suggested$^{1-4}$ that population inversions in plasmas may be efficiently pumped by opacity broadened lines from different ionization stages of the same element or from different elements in a two component plasma. Experimental evidence$^{5,6}$ has been presented for inversions of the $n = 4$ and $n = 3$ levels in Mg XII and Mg XI, which were pumped by resonant Ly$\alpha$ and $1s^2-1s2p^3P$ radiation in C VI and C V. The abovementioned lasing transitions in Mg lie at $\sim$130 and 156 Å for Mg XII and Mg XI, respectively. In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the plasma conditions which would be needed to optimally implement two promising lasing schemes utilizing resonant photoexcitation with considerably shorter lasing wavelengths (82 Å and 44 Å). The radiation field—critical in a photoexcitation process—is modeled in detail. The pumped and pumping transitions—as well as other key optically thick lines—are calculated on a frequency grid allowing for accurate modeling of broadening processes and frequency-dependent absorption. Previous efforts at modeling short-wavelength resonantly photo-excited lasing processes have employed assumed linewidths$^1$, line profiles arising from uniform source functions$^2$, assumed power densities$^3,5$, or probability-of-escape approximations$^4$. In another study$^7$, the pumped plasma was modeled with a fine frequency grid but the pumping spectrum was assumed to be a filtered Planckian. In section II our atomic model is described along with the methodology for its employment for calculations for both the pumped and pumping plasmas. In section III the equilibrium results are presented for optimum plasma densities, temperatures, and relative velocities and the relevant physical processes controlling these effects are analyzed. Finally, we summarize the work and present our basic conclusions in section IV.

Manuscript submitted July 28, 1981.
II. Description of Model and Calculations

A. Basic Details of Models

The photon pumping schemes to be analyzed are the following. Scheme 1 would employ the Si XIII \( {1s}^2-{1s2p}^1{P} \) resonance line at 6.650 Å to pump the Al XII \( {1s}^2-{1s3p}^1{P} \) resonance line at 6.635 Å, creating an inversion of the \( n = 3 \) and \( n = 2 \) levels of Al XII. Scheme 2 utilizes the Na X \( {1s}^2-{1s2p}^1{P} \) line at 11.00 Å to pump the Ne IX \( {1s}^2-{1s4p}^1{P} \) line at 11.001 Å, creating an inversion primarily in the \( n = 3 \) and \( n = 2 \) levels of Ne IX. Scheme 1 results in stimulated emission at 44 Å and scheme 2 at 82 Å. Ionic state and level densities as well as the radiation field are computed for Al using the model described in ref. 7. For Si, a precisely analogous model to Al—the same level structure and transitions—is employed. The Ne atomic model is described in ref. 8. This model possesses an extra degree of sophistication in that self-consistent Stark profiles are used for the line opacity rather than the Voigt profiles employed for Al and Si. For Na, no atomic model is employed. Rather, the profile of the pumping line at 11.00 Å is utilized as it was experimentally measured from glass impurities in a laser implosion experiment at the University of Rochester. The multifrequency measured profile is modified within the pumped neon plasma by absorption and re-emission in the Ne line and this phenomenology is computed in detail using the flux profile of the Na line as an input condition on the Ne plasma. Further details are given below in subsection C. Results given below are calculated for collisional-radiative equilibrium (CRE).

B. Pumped Plasma Calculation

As previously pointed out, radiation trapping effects in the pumped plasma can generally be minimized or eliminated by making the transverse dimensions of the plasma small. We have followed this approach in modeling the pumped plasma—the radiation field is calculated in a planar plasma of infinite area with thickness small enough to insure an optically thin regime over a broad angular range of specific intensities. Our objectives—given an optically thin lasing medium—are to determine a range of temperatures, densities, and, for scheme 1, streaming velocities that will optimize gain and to determine some of the tradeoffs involved. We have previously discussed trapping effects in the pumped plasma in refs. 4 and 7.
The pumped plasma is assumed to be bathed symmetrically in the pumping radiation which is calculated (for Si) or measured (for Na). The penetration of the pumping radiation into the pumped plasma is calculated in a straightforward manner. At the outer boundaries of the pumped plasma the inward specific intensity along each ray at each frequency \( I^{\nu}_v \) is taken to be that emitted from the pumping plasma which is also assumed to be planar. The radiative transfer equation is then solved in the pumped plasma with this particular boundary condition for \( I^{\nu}_v \) applied at each of the chosen rays at the outer boundaries of the pumped plasma. The calculation in the pumped plasma then proceeds by iteration until steady state conditions are obtained. Since fully coupled radiative transport and rate equations are solved in this model, the steady state obtained is a self-consistent collisional radiative equilibrium. The quantity of primary interest here—the gain coefficient of the lasing transition—is obtained as a linear function of the computed densities of the upper and lower states. Finally, the temperature, density and (for Al) velocity of the pumped plasma was varied in order to obtain the functional dependence of the gain coefficient on these quantities. We make no attempt to calculate the depletion of excited states by lasing, and thus are computing only the linear amplifier behavior.

C. Treatment of the Pumping Plasma

Our principal objective is to determine the effect of varying conditions in the pumped plasma on the achieved gain. Therefore, we selected only one set of pumping conditions for each of the Si and Na plasmas. Since the \( 1s^2-1s2p^1P \) Si XIII and \( 1s^2-1s3p^1P \) Al XII lines are off resonance by 0.015 Å, the profile of the \( 1s^2-1s2p^1P \) line must be wide enough to produce significant intensity at 0.015 Å (i.e. 13 Doppler widths at 400eV) from line center. Thus, for a stationary plasma the line must be opacity broadened\(^2\). If the resonance line is very thick at line center, the Lorentz wings will still exceed optical depth unity many Doppler widths from line center, guaranteeing a wide profile. Such conditions can be obtained in a moderate energy Si plasma of 1.5 mm width, temperature 400eV, and ion density \( 8 \times 10^{19} \text{cm}^{-3} \). Plasmas similar to this have been realized in the laboratory\(^1\). Most importantly, the CRE calculation for this plasma indicates that, depending on position, 62-82% of the ions are in the active (helium-like) stage. Furthermore, the optical depth of the pumping resonance line \( 1s^2-1s2p^1P \) is \(<500\), which produces a very wide profile, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the calculated emission profile the
Fig. 1 — The line profile of the Si pumping line (B) calculated to arise from the indicated plasma conditions is shown on the same wavelength scale as the intrinsic absorption profile of the pumped Al line (A). The left vertical scale applies to the flux of the emitted Si line; the right vertical scale applies to the absorption coefficient of the Al line.
Intrinsic absorption profile for the $1s^2-1s3p^1P$ Al XII line is shown for typical conditions in the aluminum plasma. In this case, the Si resonance line is sufficiently broadened by opacity to overcome the resonance defect. Therefore, under the reasonable assumption that these equilibrium Si plasma conditions be achieved the Si/Al lasing scheme will be viable at least in this sense that the resonance defect can be overcome.

To obtain a radiation source to pump Ne, we have analyzed the spectrum of a laser-imploded neon filled glass microballoon obtained at Rochester. One of the strongest lines appearing in this spectrum is that of the Na X $1s^2-1s2p^1P$ line—which arose from sodium impurities in the glass. Since we have been able to reproduce the observed spectrum with a first-principles non-LTE calculation of the line and continuum intensities, the theoretical calculation which matches the observed spectrum also yields the absolute intensities of the lines—(flux in ergs/cm$^2$-sec-Hz) at the outer surface of the pellet. Knowing the absolute intensities of the Ne lines, one may infer the Na line intensity profile from its measured intensity relative to the Ne lines. Its value at the central peak is $6.6 \times 10^3$ ergs/(cm$^2$-sec-Hz). It is this intensity profile which we use as our pump source in the Na/Ne calculations discussed in the next section.

The frequency profile is the one appearing in the published spectrum, where experimental sources of broadening are relatively small. In any event deconvoluting any experimental broadening would result in a sharper central peak, which, since the lines are perfectly resonant, would give a better pump source. In the next section it is shown that this experimentally observed Na X $1s^2-1s2p^1P$ line intensity profile is sufficient to pump a substantial inversion in the Ne X $n = 2$ and $n = 3$ levels. This finding is significant in light of the fact that this radiation was merely a consequence of sodium impurities in the glass, i.e. no effort was made to increase its intensity in the experiment. We note that only the radiation of the Na resonance line was used to pump Ne, whereas the pumping effects of all the calculated Si radiation-pumping plus other lines plus continuum, were included in the Al calculation.
III. Results of Gain Calculations

A. Density Dependence

A principal question related to the time varying conditions in the pumped plasma is: at what density is gain maximized? As has been often pointed out, there exists for each lasing scheme contemplated a density above which no inversion is possible, due to the tendency of collisional processes to bring the state densities into LTE. At much lower densities one also expects that the gain coefficient will be reduced purely because there are fewer lasing ions in a given linear distance. It is evident that some density must exist at which the gain in steady state will be a maximum. This behavior is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where the results of detailed calculations for various pumped plasma densities are presented for Si/Al and Na/Ne, respectively. In each case the gain for the strongest of the 2-3 lines (the 2p-3d) is plotted against the pumped plasma's density. For Ne, the assumption of statistical equilibrium for the n = 3 singlet sublevels is enforced, whereas, for the Si/Al calculation, results are presented with this assumption both enforced and relaxed. The chosen temperatures approximately correspond to maximum values for gain, this point is discussed further in the next section. Note that substantial peak gains - of $10^2$ cm$^{-1}$ or more - are obtained for both schemes. For the Si/Al calculations, zero relative velocity between the two components was assumed. The assumption of statistical equilibrium leads to an overestimate of gain at low densities; however, for densities near the predicted peak gain, around $4 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$, the overestimate is very slight. This effect is due to the increasing validity of the statistical equilibrium assumption at higher densities as collisional processes dominate the populating of the sublevels.

For Al, peak gain occurs at an ion (electron) density of $4 \times 10^{20}$ (4.2$ \times 10^{21}$) cm$^{-3}$, for Ne the corresponding figures are $10^{20}$ (8.1$ \times 10^{20}$) cm$^{-3}$. For hydrogenic lasing schemes, Bhagavatula has presented reduced variable equations which demonstrate that the dependence of electron density at peak gain on Z is $Z^7$. We note with interest that the Z-dependence of electron density at peak gain implied by the above numbers for our helium-like schemes is fairly similar, $Z^{6.5}$. 
Fig. 2 — Line center gain coefficient in the Al XII 2p^1P-3d^1D line is plotted vs. Al plasma ion density, with an assumed pumped plasma temperature of 100 eV. Dual results for the assumption of collisional equilibrium (solid line) between the 3p-3d states and for a general, rate-by-rate treatment of these states are displayed. Characteristics of the pumping Si plasma are discussed in the text.
Fig. 3 — Line center gain coefficient in the Ne IX 2p¹P-3d¹D line is plotted vs. Ne plasma ion density, for an assumed pumped plasma temperature of 65 eV.
B. Temperature Dependence

In Figs. 4 and 5 results for gain vs. temperature are plotted for the Si/Al and Na/Ne systems for fixed ion densities of $5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$, respectively. The gain dependence on temperature is similar to that on density in that a maximum is exhibited with a sharp falloff on one side caused by the variation of the active ion species' populations with temperature. Note however, that the temperature of maximum gain is much lower than one would expect from coronal model calculations of the ionic species abundances. Such calculations reveal that helium-like ion concentrations peak at 120eV and 330eV for Ne and Al, respectively. The present calculations predict corresponding peak gains at 50eV and 100eV. These lower pumped plasma temperatures are necessitated by the radiative pumping to the $n = 4$ and $n = 3$ bound levels in the two schemes which greatly facilitates collisional ionization. Hence peak lasing ion abundance is forced to much lower temperatures where fewer electrons are capable of ionization from these bound states. At still lower temperatures a sharp gain and abundance falloff occurs as the plasma assumes a more normal configuration when the "extra" ionization becomes small. In these two lasing systems, the strength of the pumping decisively affects the temperature at which the pumped plasma must be prepared for maximum gain to occur. Such effects have been noted elsewhere in somewhat different contexts.

C. Velocity Dependence

For the Na/Ne system, the pumped and pumping lines are within resonance to $1 \text{ part in } 10^5$, and thus there is no question as to the adequacy of the wavelength coincidence. For Si/Al, however, the wavelength difference of 0.015 $\AA$ amounts to 13 Doppler widths at 400eV. For a photon traveling at normal incidence to the pumped plasma, this resonance defect could be made up if the two plasmas stream toward each other at $6.8 \times 10^7$ cm sec$^{-1}$. But given the wide opacity broadened pumping line profile (Fig. 1) the functional dependence of gain on plasma streaming velocity must be calculated; this result is presented in Fig. 6. In these calculations, the frequencies of the radiation incident on the pumped plasma were shifted angle-by-angle to reflect the streaming velocities indicated. Even though there is a substantial self-reversal at the center of the pumping line, peak gain does indeed occur for the matched streaming velocity of $6.8 \times 10^7$
Fig. 4 — Line center gain coefficient in the Al XII $2p^1P - 3d^1D$ line is plotted vs. Al plasma temperature for a fixed Al ion density of $5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$. 
Fig. 5 — Line center gain coefficient in the Ne IX 2p$^1$P-3d$^1$D line is plotted vs. Ne plasma temperature for a fixed Ne ion density of $10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$.
Fig. 6 — Line center gain coefficient in the Al XII 2p^1P-3d^1D line is plotted vs. velocity of approach of the Si and Al plasmas. The Al ion density is $4 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ and its temperature (the same as that of the pumping Si plasma) is assumed to be 400 eV.
This is due to the fact that most of the pumping radiation is not normally incident on the pumped plasma and therefore a range of velocity shifts are sampled (due to the \( \cos \theta \) effect) at any one physical streaming velocity. At the perfectly matched streaming velocity of \( 6.8 \times 10^7 \), gain is -3 times that of zero streaming velocity because the very highest pumping line intensities just outside the self reversed core are sampled to the greatest degree. Having the two components, Si and Al, approach each other is therefore helpful, but not essential to the scheme’s basic viability.

IV. Further Remarks and Conclusions

We have determined through a series of detailed calculations the conditions under which significant gain at x-ray wavelengths, employing the Na/Ne and Si/Al plasmas for resonant photon pumping, should be attainable in the laboratory. Substantial gain at 82 Å and 44 Å for Na/Ne and Si/Al, respectively, is in principle achievable, as documented in Figs. 2-6. However, the task of setting up the correct plasma conditions is not trivial for a number of reasons. For optimum employment of both schemes, the temperature of the pumped plasma should be maintained well below that of the pumping plasma to avoid excessive ionization in the lasing medium. This could perhaps be accomplished by keeping the two components as physically separate as possible to reduce conductive temperature equilibration. Similarly, the pumping plasma might be heated first, and then the pumped medium activated through use of a delayed heating pulse or laser beam to assure that the pumped plasma passes through the optimal temperature range while being exposed to the intense pumping radiation. Also, in previously successful experiments, stepped targets using metal plates as heat sinks have allowed experimenters to tune the plasma temperature downward at certain distances from the initial plasma formation surface. Perhaps similar techniques could be employed for the present schemes. Even though a lower pumped plasma temperature is essential for optimum steady state gain, substantial gain is still achievable for equal pumped and pumping plasma temperatures (Fig. 6).

In the case of the Na/Ne system, pumping radiation was generated in an actual pellet implosion experiment at Rochester for which the ion density of the pellet has been diagnosed as \( 4.5 \times 10^{21} \) cm\(^{-3} \), which is more than an order of magnitude greater than the neon ion density required for maximum gain. In short,
a very dense sodium plasma is desirable to obtain high pumping power, but a relatively tenuous neon medium is needed to prevent collisional processes from neutralizing the pumped inversion. Therefore, a configuration which is the reverse of a normal pellet suggests itself. One might compress a cylindrical glass rod (with a cylindrically focussed laser, perhaps) which has been heavily doped with sodium impurities. This rod would initially be encased in neon, which would form a more tenuous blowoff plasma. Or, alternatively two physically separate Na and Ne plasmas could be created with intensities and pulse widths tailored to produce optimum gain characteristics. This would certainly allow different densities to be produced in the separate components, and would minimize or eliminate conductive temperature equilibration. Since ionization of the pumped plasma by pumping radiation other than the resonance line did not present any serious difficulties in the Si/Al calculation, it would not be expected to present a problem in the Na/Ne case. However, this cannot be stated with complete confidence because, as mentioned above, only the Na resonance line radiation is assumed incident on the Ne in our calculations.
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